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You already give
Big Oil plenty at
the pump.

Scott Brown
wants you to
give more.

You already give Big Oil plenty at the pump.

Scott Brown wants you to give more.

Get the facts inside from the
League of Conservation Voters and at LCV.org/Brown

Record high gas prices. Record profits for Big Oil.
And still Scott Brown repeatedly
voted to give special tax
giveaways to Big Oil.

While you paid more at the pump, Big Oil gave Scott Brown
$288,000 in contributions.
While voting their way in the Senate, Scott Brown has received more than $288,000 in political contributions
from the oil and gas industry. (Center for Responsive Politics)
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Where do the candidates stand? Get the facts on Big Oil and Big Deficits.
Scott Brown

Elizabeth Warren

Brown voted against consideration of the Repeal
Big Oil Tax Subsidies Act, which would eliminate
oil subsidies and promote renewable energy.

Warren would stand with President Obama
and eliminate subsidies for Big Oil.
(WBZ-TV Debate, 9/20/12)

(S. 2204, Senate Vote 63, 3/29/12)

Brown voted against consideration of the Close Big
Oil Tax Loopholes Act, which would reduce the federal
deficit by eliminating tax breaks for oil companies.
(S. 940, Senate Vote 72, 5/17/11)

Warren supports a balanced approach to reducing
the deficit. Independent economists say Warren
would cut the deficit by 67% more than Brown,
in part because she eliminates giveaways to
Washington special interests like Big Oil.
(Boston Globe, 7/11/12)

Brown voted against an amendment to eliminate big
oil and gas company tax loopholes in June of 2010.
(S. Amdt. 4318, Senate Vote 187, 6/15/10)

“The choice before us is simple. Will we
continue to subsidize the dirty fossil fuels of
the past, or will we transition to 21st century
clean, renewable energy?”
(ElizabethWarren.com, accessed 10/6/12)

